Features

• Low voltage, high current inverter kit with the following boards (not available separately)
• Power board with the following features:
  – insulated metal substrate (IMS) for efficient cooling
  – hosts 36 STH315N10F7 power MOSFETs in the H²PAK-6 (6 switch) package
  – Decoupling gate resistors (2.2 Ω)
  – 3-shunt resistors ground referred for current sensing (optional)
  – 3 NTCs for thermal protection
• Driver board with the following features:
  – Based on L9907 three phase gate driver AEC-Q100 qualified
  – 34-pin Motor Control connector
  – Full diagnostic via SPI
  – Current sense amplifiers
  – overvoltage, undervoltage and overcurrent with V\text{DS} drop monitoring, overtemperature and shutdown
  – Programmable gate current capability
• Bulk capacitor board
• Current sensing board

Description

The STEVAL-TTM001V1 evaluation kit is designed to demonstrate the highly efficient ST automotive-grade 100 V STripFET F7 series Power MOSFETs and BLDC motor driver IC operating in typical automotive low voltage (car battery up to 48 V), high current motor control applications.

The kit has two boards to sense and condition currents and a driver board with a programmable L9907 FET driver with full diagnostics to manage all 36 STH315N10F7 Power MOSFETs on a separate power board also included in the kit.

The driver board also includes an ST motor control connector to interface with any compatible ST motor control board (not included in the kit), and various other connectors and jumpers for monitoring and protection, motor position feedback information, and auxiliary power.
1 Automotive motor control application overview

The STEVAL-TTM001V1 kit is designed to evaluate an inverter power stage for three-phase motors in automotive motor control applications, using automotive-grade components such as the STH315N10F7 STripFET F7 series Power MOSFETs and the L9907 automotive FET driver for 3 phase BLDC motors.

The 48 VDC power source representing the motor vehicle battery is connected to the capacitor board, which rectifies ripple current and minimizes unwanted interference to motor positioning feedback signals. The positive line of the battery can also be set up to be monitored by a current sensor (not mounted) on the kit current sensing board.

Figure 1. Block diagram for automotive motor control applications
The single L9907 automotive gate driver on the driver board receives PWM signals from an external motor control board (not included in kit) to drive all the high side and low side MOSFETs on the power board. The driver board also processes current level signals from the hall effect sensors on the current sensing board and temperature signals from the NTC thermistors on the power board, and sends appropriate signals to the external motor control board.

The power board mounts six high side and six low side STH315N10F7 N-channel 100 V, 2.1 mΩ typ., 180 A MOSFETs for each phase (U, V and W) of a BLDC motor on an insulated metal substrate (IMS) for superior heat dissipation. The NTC thermistors are placed as close as possible to the MOSFET arrays for each phase output to provide relevant thermal feedback information. Finally, decoupling gate resistors are placed on each power MOSFET.

--- RELATED LINKS ---

Visit the ST application page for more information on Automotive BLDC motor control
2 Power board schematic diagrams

Figure 2. Power board schematics
Figure 3. Capacitor board schematics
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Bulk capacitor board schematic diagrams
Figure 4. Driver board schematics - main with connectors

Connectors for POWER STAGE

IMPORTANT: TO BE PLUGGED according to TOP and BOTTOM-TO BE CONNECTED to the IMS POWER STAGE

+HV_Battery_D to be CONNECTED to + VBATT in the POWER STAGE - CHECK on POWER STAGE

POWER_GND_D to be CONNECTED to the POWER GROUND in the POWER STAGE - CHECK on POWER STAGE
Figure 5. Driver board schematics - sensing and status

Driver Board Power Supply and LED Indicators

Bus voltage sensing

HALL/ENCODER CONNECTOR

Driver Board schematic diagrams
Figure 6. Driver board schematics - gate driver section
Figure 7. Driver board schematics - overcurrent protection
Figure 8. Driver board schematics - power supply
5 Current sensor board schematic diagrams

Figure 9. Current sensor board schematics
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